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Summary
Detroit Cannabis Insurance Agency, MFE Insurance explains how to start a marijuana delivery service, an increasingly popular

trend in the United States.

Message
MFE Insurance, a Detroit cannabis insurance agency, recently shared a blog educating readers on how to start a marijuana delivery

service in Michigan. The post stresses the importance of being familiar with all of your state's regulations on cannabis possession

and distribution. Many states mandate that deliveries are made to legal adults or to a person with a valid medicinal marijuana card.

All drivers also need to be insured and licensed, and in some cases GPS devices may be required to track deliveries.

It's also important to note that prospective cannabis delivery service entrepreneurs should understand the demographic of the market

they are serving and develop trusting relationships with customers. These customers should also be properly informed on the

products they are receiving and on any developing market trends. Finally, any person considering running such a business should

think of as many creative advertising methods as possible and become involved with various trade associations.

MFE Insurance Brokerage is an independent insurance firm with offices in Los Angeles, Detroit and New York. They place and

quote insurance via multiple carriers and are determined to help you get the most competitive price possible. For cannabis

specifically, MFE offers General Liability Insurance policies, which serve to protect you and your company from both bodily injury

claims and any property damage that can arise on your business's property. This type of policy even covers accidents that involve

people who are not employees for your business. Your policy will cover the cost of settlements, attorney fees and any other similar

expenses. It could also potentially pay for an injured party's most urgent medical expenses. MFE also provides product liability

insurance, commercial automobile insurance (which covers against theft and damage to vehicles), equipment breakdown insurance,

loss of income insurance, property insurance and Employment Practices Liability Insurance (EPLI), among several other types of

marijuana-related insurances. EPLI insurance is intended to protect an employer against employee discrimination claims (based on

sex, age, race and disability).

Call MFE Insurance today at 313-395-1855 or contact them online at https://www.mfeinsurance.com/ to learn more about their

services. MFE Insurance is located at 19 Clifford St., 6th Floor Detroit, Michigan 48226.
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